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Executive Summary

Electricity from solar photovoltaic (PV) panels on rooftops across the U.S. is an appealing low-carbon energy option – it doesn’t require dedicated land and has the potential to make a significant contribution to meeting future energy demands. Until recently, very little of this potential had been exploited largely due to the high cost of solar. However, other barriers also played a role, including permitting challenges, financing, and poorly understood potential impacts on the electricity system.

Recently, steep solar panel cost reductions as well as strong federal and state policy supports have helped to catalyze substantial growth in rooftop solar PV deployment in California. Interestingly, this growth has happened in the face of declining financial incentives for solar installations at the state level through the California Solar Initiative. This growth has also been accompanied by a shift in market demand: Most homeowners in California are no longer purchasing the panels on their rooftops, they are leasing them. Over 75% of California’s new residential solar systems in 2012 were leased as compared to less than 10% in 2007.

As policymakers across the country and elsewhere look to spur further growth of solar PV in a constrained budget environment, the California experience — and in particular, the rise of leasing — may hold lessons for improving the effectiveness of solar policy generally. In this study, we address four questions about the California leasing experience with a view towards formulating such lessons for policymakers. We use financial modeling and econometric analysis to explore these questions:

1. Why are more people leasing rather than buying?
   For homeowners, a lease transforms a complex investment into a money-saving service. Solar leasing firms offer customers a way to take advantage of rooftop solar without many of the burdens associated with financing and owning the panels.

2. How has solar leasing affected federal taxpayers?
   Leased systems initially cost federal taxpayers more than purchased systems, but not anymore.
   For leased systems, taxpayer costs are related to prices, which are determined not only by system costs, but also by bill savings and state incentives. Higher savings and higher state incentives can translate into more generous federal tax incentives for leased systems. However, while leasing initially resulted in higher solar prices, and therefore, higher taxpayer costs for federal investment incentives, our analysis of the California experience suggests that the premium associated with leased systems has disappeared over the last two years.
   Declining state incentives have likely helped reduce the cost to taxpayers of federal incentives for both types of systems. The California Solar Initiative (CSI) was a performance-based, up-front incentive for solar deployment that declined in a predictable way with increased deployment. Our analysis suggests that the decline of the CSI helped bring down prices for rooftop solar in California more than can be explained by time trends, declines in solar PV module costs, or other factors. As the cost of federal tax incentives are related to prices, the decline in prices also led to a decline in the cost of those incentives to taxpayers.

3. How has policy affected the ownership of solar PV?
   Decreasing up-front incentives have, in part, driven the increase in leasing. As the up-front California Solar Initiative incentive has declined, up front incentives have covered a smaller fraction of project costs, increasing the relative burden of financing and making leasing more appealing.

4. What lessons can we draw from the solar leasing experience for improving federal and state solar policy?
   • We have found no reason to prohibit solar leasing. While solar leasing once cost federal taxpayers more than purchased systems, we no longer find this to be the case. Leasing companies make it easier for many customers to realize the benefits of rooftop solar: They translate a diverse set of policies and processes into a relatively simple product for households, leaving less for individuals to manage. However, not all states allow leasing. By providing more

---

1 Federal investment tax incentives – including the investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation – can be claimed on the basis of project’s fair market value – see Box 2 for more detail.
2 This may provide leasing companies an additional incentive to identify the customers who will save the most on their monthly utility bill.
ways for customers to finance rooftop solar and minimize their transaction costs, states that permit leasing may enable greater solar deployment.

- **Use incentives that decline with deployment to help bring down prices.** Our analysis suggests that declining incentives provide pressure on both solar installers and leasing companies to identify and implement cost reductions help lower prices for solar customers.

- **Take steps to reduce the cost of leasing to taxpayers and customers.**
  
  i. **Increase availability and comparability of public data on solar lease and purchase pricing to enhance market competition and reduce costs.** Maintaining a publicly-accessible platform to compare solar pricing data — for leases and purchases — would facilitate a competitive solar market environment and enable more robust research and analysis of trends.

  ii. **Continue to address permitting, interconnection, and inspection process barriers to reduce financing and installation costs.** Each of these offers an opportunity to streamline projects and reduce costs.

  iii. **Minimize or eliminate the need for expensive tax equity to reduce financing costs.** Solar leasing companies could reduce their financing costs and provide leases to more customers if they did not have to rely on costly tax equity finance to realize the value of federal incentives.\(^3\)

Finally, we note several further issues that may impede efficient deployment of rooftop solar in California, which we also suggest as opportunities for future analysis: California’s tiered rate structure (along with Net Energy Metering) offers much greater solar PV benefits to high energy consumers; solar generation may not currently be sited in areas it most benefits the grid; and there are unmeasured risks that leasing may present to consumers and investors. These risks include changes in retail electricity rates and the Net Energy Metering program being considered by the California Public Utilities Commission, changes to federal tax incentives, and lease portfolio performance. Addressing each of these three issues would open opportunities to achieve greater deployment while encouraging cost and price reductions to government and consumers.

Ultimately, policy can and should support the expansion of renewable generation using mechanisms that fit the needs of consumers. Solar leasing has filled and will continue to fill a gap — converting long-term energy savings from a relatively large investment into a product that provides immediate financial benefits. However, leasing is likely not the only way in which business and/or policy innovation can make it easier for consumers to benefit from renewable generation. For example, providing state or federal incentives directly to consumers for choosing to consume clean electricity — and expanding the renewable options available to consumers through, for example, retail green power options — may yield similar results at lower costs. Like leasing, these approaches present ways to catalyze a shift to cleaner electricity generation driven by consumer choice. We plan to study such innovative approaches in future work.

---

\(^3\) This could be done by, for example, providing federal incentives as taxable cash (CPI 2012).
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1. Introduction

Low-carbon electricity generation from solar photovoltaic (PV) panels on rooftops has grown rapidly over the last few years, particularly in California. Annual installations of solar PV on rooftops across the state have grown 27% per year on average since 2008 and California currently boasts nearly 40% of grid-connected PV capacity nationwide (IREC 2012). At least a third of that capacity has come from residential rooftops.

An important contributor to the recent boom in rooftop PV has been that the economics have improved. As discussed in Section 2 a combination of steep technology cost reductions, federal tax incentives, and state policies (in particular, electricity bill savings enabled by California’s tiered rate structure, Net Energy Metering, and the California Solar Initiative) has made rooftop solar PV cost-effective for many homeowners in California.

However, improved economics alone do not guarantee increased deployment. Additional barriers, such as lack of information about how to access government incentives, high up-front costs, and difficulties in permitting and interconnection remain. Solar leasing helps address these barriers.

Figure 1: Annual deployment of Residential-Scale Solar PV, by ownership type

Since 2011, the majority of new rooftop installations in California have been leased rather than purchased by homeowners (see Figure 1). Solar leasing companies employ innovative financial structures to offer customers a 10-20% reduction in their electricity bills (including the lease payment and their residual electricity bill) with little or no up-front costs.⁴

Leasing companies take a complex suite of state and federal incentives — along with the even more complex process of financing, permitting, and installing a solar system — and turn them into a simple service with immediate savings for homeowners.

The leasing model may have played a significant role in the PV boom, and may hold lessons for improving solar policy to more effectively address barriers to solar deployment. Here, we address four questions about the California leasing experience with a view towards formulating such lessons for policymakers:

- Why are more people leasing rather than buying?
- How has solar leasing affected the cost of deployment to taxpayers?
- How has solar leasing affected rooftop PV deployment in California?
- What lessons can we draw from the solar leasing experience for improving solar policy?

We addressed these questions through discussions with solar leasing companies and financial analysts, financial modeling, analysis of California Solar Initiative data, and a survey of the existing literature on rooftop solar PV and leasing.

Section 2 provides background on solar policy and economics in California. First, we describe the suite of solar policies available in California and estimate the total financial value of these policies for existing installations. Second, we describe the business model innovations behind solar leasing and the growth of the industry.

Section 3 looks at why many customers prefer leasing by discussing some of the key barriers that customers face in deploying solar and how leasing models address them. In doing so, we also highlight the potential role of other policies to address lingering barriers.

---

⁴ Our estimate of 10-20% savings versus utility bills derives from interviews with solar leasing companies, and is confirmed in Chadbourne and Parke (2013).
Section 4 describes the results of financial modeling and regression analysis of what impact leasing has had on the cost of solar incentives to the federal government. We also discuss how the prices that customers pay for solar leases have changed as the market has grown.

Section 5 uses similar analysis to address the drivers of deployment in California and, in particular, to explore whether leasing may have enabled additional deployment.

Section 6 provides recommendations for U.S. policy makers looking to achieve greater residential solar deployment, at lower costs, within their jurisdictions. It ends suggesting areas for future research.
2. Policy helped make rooftop solar cost-effective for many Californians

Policies at both the federal and state levels have helped spur deployment in California. Here, we describe and quantify the impact of key policies that help make rooftop solar PV cost-effective for many homeowners in California.

Beginning around 2009, a combination of steep reductions in the cost of solar panels, state policies (California’s tiered rate structure, Net Energy Metering, and the California Solar Initiative) and federal tax incentives made solar an economically attractive proposition for many California homeowners with high electricity usage.

2.1 For high-energy consumers, rooftop PV is cost effective (with incentives)

Together, a number of factors combined to make solar an attractive option for many California households with sufficiently high electricity consumption.

Figure 2 shows the estimated financial value of these factors and the price of installed solar PV between 2008-present.\(^5\)

From this, we note three factors that have made rooftop PV more economically viable for high energy consumers:

1. System prices have declined, reducing up-front costs of system ownership. Declining module costs have been a primary driver of the price decline, along with reductions in other “balance of system” costs.

\(^5\) See Section 2.2 for calculation methodology.

Note: Financial value represents the average present value per watt of a self-financed residential rooftop solar installation to a homeowner with high enough electricity usage in California. This value exceeded its cost starting in 2009. (See Box 1 for how policy values are calculated).
2. The value of electricity bill savings has increased relative to other factors as up-front incentives declined. Electricity bill savings for high-electricity usage customers have provided an increasing share of the value of rooftop solar PV, reflecting both the reduced cost of the system and the increase in top-tier residential electricity rates. Note that bill savings in California is supported by the state's tiered electricity rates and Net Energy Metering policy, discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.

3. Federal and state policies provided predictable support for solar installations. In particular, the value of policy incentives and electricity bill savings nearly exceeded the average price per watt of installed systems for customers with high enough electricity usage. We discuss these state and federal policies in more detail in the next section.  

2.2 How state and federal policies helped make solar cost-effective

In California, four state and federal policies have had a direct impact on the economic value of a residential rooftop solar system. The policies introduced in this section are reflected in our modeling and affect our empirical results:

1. California’s tiered electricity rate structure and Net Energy Metering: Since the mid-nineties, California has allowed electricity customers to reduce their monthly utility bills by the amount of solar PV generated on-site. This amount is credited to the customer’s bill at the retail rate of their consumption, so that they are only charged for electricity consumption net of their solar generation.

---

Box 1: How we calculate the value of policy incentives and bill savings

To calculate the value of electricity bill savings, we first need to estimate the energy consumption of solar customers, as it is not publicly available. To estimate this, we assume that the system size reported in CSI data reflects the amount of electricity needed to offset the highest tiers of a customer’s electric consumption in each territory (i.e. tier three and above in PG&E; tier four and above in SCE). This assumption matches early sizing patterns of solar deployed under the CSI program, as noted in the 2009 CSI Impact Valuation.

Second, we add in expected savings, which are the gross reduction in customer utility bills over the 20 year life of the system. Third, we calculated the present value of these savings assuming an 8% real discount rate, 2.5% real escalation in high tier electricity prices, and no further changes in bill/rate structure or customer electricity consumption over the life of the system. Fourth, the average CSI incentive is pulled directly from the CSI database. Finally, we use the CSI database to calculate the amount of federal tax incentive received – assumed to be 30% of reported prices.

---

6 When the $2000 cap on the residential ITC for purchased systems was eliminated at the beginning of 2009, the value of policy incentives and electricity bill savings (enabled by NEM and California’s tiered rate structure) nearly exceeded the average price per watt of installed systems for customers with high enough electricity usage. Rooftop solar PV became economical for these customers shortly thereafter.

---

8 The database on state incentives for renewables and efficiency (DSIRE) provides one of the most comprehensive descriptions of California’s Net Energy Metering history.
As California’s retail electricity rates increase in steps with greater usage, high usage customers can use Net Energy Metering to reduce their electricity costs substantially by deploying a solar PV system sized to eliminate just their high-tier consumption. The amount a household will pay for each unit of electricity depends on how much they have consumed already. As a household consumes more electricity, they move towards the next tier, which charges a higher rate per kilowatt-hour (kWh). The current tiers for PG&E, followed by the monthly kWh usage ranges in each tier for the Bay Area climate zone in the summer, are below.

California’s current Net Energy Metering policy credits a solar customer’s electric bill at the retail rate of the consumption that the solar offsets on a monthly basis. For example, assume an electric customer in the Bay Area consumes 1100kWh per summer month. The first 330kWh would have been charged at the Tier 1 rate, the next 99kWh at Tier 2, and so on up to the last 100kWh charged at the Tier 5 rate of $0.34/kWh for a total bill of $273.25. If the customer adds a solar system that generates 500kWh per summer month, they are no longer charged for those 500kWh, eliminating their top two tiers of consumption and lowering their bill to $109.50. Thus, for this household, the solar generation provides $163.75 in monthly bill savings.

Since rates are higher for high-usage customers, solar generation provides greater bill savings to households who consume more electricity to begin with. For the past several years, the top tier rates (where solar is generally cost effective) have trended upward, as shown in the figure below. This means the incentive from bill savings for high-usage households to install solar has grown stronger.

### 2. California Solar Initiative (CSI):

CSI provides an up-front incentive for small-scale solar installations, based on their expected performance. The amount of the incentive provided to each new installation is designed to decrease as more solar is installed in the state.

Additionally, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) requires that CSI incentive recipients report the installed price of the system; the CPUC then makes this information — along with other installation data — publicly available. We refer to this as the CSI data.

---

9 Solar customers often choose to use pricing based on time of use upon installation of a solar system. With time of use pricing, the value of solar generation depends upon the timing of the generation. As solar systems tend to generate near peak times, this could increase the value of solar generation. We have not considered time of use pricing in this example.

10 With net metering, the solar customer does not have to worry about using electricity when the sun is shining. Rather, they can send electricity from their solar panels to the grid when it is generated, and get it back when they need it on a monthly basis – effectively using the electricity grid to store the solar generation. Without net energy metering, the customer would need to arrange for electricity storage services for their system to achieve the same outcome. Thus, the subsidy provided by net energy metering itself is not directly linked to monthly bill savings – but rather the cost of the electricity storage services they do not have to procure.

11 Performance depends on panel manufacturer, orientation, location, and nameplate output.
3. Federal Investment Tax Credit (ITC): Businesses and residential consumers may elect to claim a 30% federal tax credit on eligible solar property purchase and installation costs incurred prior to the end of 2016. If an applicant is unable to use the entire credit in one year, they may roll over the credit amount to the next taxable year. Projects installed by homeowners (but not businesses) prior to the end of 2008 were subject to a $2000 cap on the total amount of the tax credit they could claim. For systems installed between 2009 and 2012 applicants could elect a cash grant instead of an investment tax credit (ITC) for 30% of eligible project costs.

4. Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS) and bonus depreciation: A solar leasing company investing in rooftop solar pays taxes on its net revenues from each system. The business can deduct a fraction of the cost or value of the system from its taxable net revenues as a depreciation expense. This reflects that some part of the asset has been “used up” over the year. MACRS is accelerated depreciation for federal tax purposes, meaning that businesses can depreciate a solar asset over five years rather than over the actual life of the system.

Leased systems can benefit from MACRS, while purchased systems cannot. However, the owner of a leased system must also pay taxes on lease revenue while a purchased system owner does not pay taxes on energy savings — this additional tax burden for a leased system approximately offsets the value of MACRS.

Further, bonus depreciation has allowed projects placed into service between 2008 and the end of 2013 to take 50% of the property’s value as a tax deduction in the first year. Projects placed in service between September 8, 2010 and January 1, 2012 could be fully depreciated in the first year, thereby treating the investment as a business expense. The combination of the Federal ITC and accelerated depreciation generally offsets most or all of the tax liabilities of a project. That said, stakeholders have noted that, in many cases, leasing companies do not use bonus depreciation as it eliminates the tax liabilities that could otherwise be used to monetize more valuable tax credits.

While all these factors, together, can make a solar system cost effective for some California homeowners, it is a complex decision for any given homeowner. Leasing helps simplify this process, as we discuss in greater detail in the next section.

12 These provisions have been available to many types of investment beyond solar.
3. Solar leasing transforms a complex home investment into a service

While the value of rooftop solar PV now exceeds its cost for homeowners who use enough electricity, the prices of an average system still range in the tens of thousands of dollars. As a result, many potential solar customers need access to financing to take advantage of the value proposition of rooftop PV. Further, the permitting and paperwork associated with accessing incentives, installing a system, and connecting it to the grid present substantial barriers to many homeowners. While many installers can help with the latter problems, solar leasing companies help their customers overcome these barriers while also addressing financing.

Solar leasing firms offer customers a way to take advantage of rooftop solar PV without the burdens associated with financing, installing, permitting, and operating the panels themselves.

In this section we start by discussing how a solar lease works for the electricity consumer, the leasing company, and investors. We then describe in greater detail some key barriers to the deployment of cost-effective rooftop PV and discuss the extent to which solar leasing addresses them, relative to purchased systems which often draw upon the resources of an installer.

3.1 How a solar lease works

A solar lease involves agreements among four main parties:

1. A creditworthy homeowner with sufficiently high electricity consumption. A solar lessee must have a reasonably high credit score (FICO score of 680 to 700 in general). However, they do not need home equity or a down payment. This means that a lease may be a viable option for someone who would be unable to pay for the system otherwise.

   The lease payments can be fixed, as in a conventional lease, or linked to the actual electricity production of the system, in which case they are called power purchase agreements. The leasing company generally sets the amount of the monthly payment to enable the homeowner to lower their total payments for electricity services by 10-20% relative to bills before installation. This requires that the homeowner had a high enough electricity bill before solar installation so that the lease can yield lower total electricity expenditures for homeowners, while also still generating revenue for developers. Therefore, leasing companies generally target these high-consumption households.

2. The electric utility that interconnects the rooftop system to the electricity grid. Electric utilities must connect rooftop solar to the grid. They must conform to interconnection and safety requirements promulgated by the regulatory authority (for California, the California Public Utilities Commission).

3. A solar leasing company who arranges financing, installation, and operation of the system. Solar leasing companies arrange financing by aggregating large numbers of small projects into funds to which they attract potential investors. They also provide maintenance to ensure operation of the system over the lease term. Leasing companies approach installation, maintenance, and operation of solar systems in two different ways:

   i. Integrated companies offer installation and operational services in-house, managing the whole project from start to finish and through operation. SolarCity is the most prominent example of this.

   ii. Non-integrated companies also oversee the installation process. However, rather than managing an in-house installation network, they partner with local, independent contractors to install the systems. Some of the largest examples of this model include SunRun, Clean Power Finance, SunPower, and Sungevity.

4. One or more investors who are willing to finance the system. In order to offer a competitive lease option, a solar leasing company partners with a third party (generally a bank or larger corporation) who finances part or all of a fund. Since the solar leasing company

---

13 Utilities may not be neutral to distributed solar deployment: In California, rooftop PV reduces the utility’s revenue from electricity sales through net metering. On the other hand, if sited appropriately, rooftop solar installations may also reduce the need to build out new infrastructure to meet increasing demands. See Edison Institute (2013).
generally does not have sufficient tax liability to utilize the investment tax credits and accelerated depreciation tax benefits of the fund’s projects, an investor with sufficient tax liability must own part or all of the fund. Such investors are known as tax equity investors. Roughly twenty such investors are currently active in the renewable space. While this number may appear large, the amount of tax equity remains limited, as are the number of alternative options for finance. This means tax equity investors can demand a high rate of return.

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the home-owner, utility, solar leasing company, and one or more investors in purchased and leased residential solar installation.

3.2 Solar leasing companies have a strong growth incentive

Closing deals with tax equity investors involves high fixed costs — lawyers, accountants, and finance teams invest significant effort on both sides. More projects in a fund mean these costs can be spread across more products, making the company more competitive. Thus, providing leases at a low cost requires scale. Leasing companies have a strong incentive to scale up and deploy projects quickly. This extra incentive for growth may drive more solar deployment than the traditional installation business model.

We can see evidence of a strong incentive for growth in customer acquisition spending. In 2010, SolarCity spent about $1.88/W to acquire a customer, where the average installer spent only $0.67/W (NREL, 2012). By 2012, SolarCity’s spending had dropped to $1223 per customer, or about $0.24/W on average — unfortunately we lack data on whether these costs fell for traditional installers as well (SolarCity, 2012).

3.3 Leasing helps overcome some — but not all — barriers to residential solar

Solar can provide economic value for a significant fraction of California households with high electricity usage. However, some barriers to solar deployment appear to persist. Here, we discuss the main obstacles to rooftop solar deployment and analyze the role that solar leasing plays in overcoming them.

A customer faces six main obstacles to realizing the value of rooftop solar. We summarize these barriers in Table 2 below, roughly in order of when they arise in the solar investment decision process. Analysis of CSI data, financial modeling, and existing literature indicates that the leasing model appears to at least partially address four of these barriers. We discuss those four in detail below.

15 SolarCity spent $9400 to acquire a customer on average in 2010. In the same year, CSI data indicates their installations averaged about 5 kw, meaning they spent about $1.88/W on average acquiring customers.

16 To address whether and how the leasing model increases access to new classes of customers, we would need to compare demographic information of people who deployed solar before leasing was an option to data on solar demographics after leasing became an option, holding all other variables (e.g. consumer module and system prices, other policies, etc.) constant. Without this level of data availability and granularity however, we start to address this question by identifying barriers. For further discussion of barriers to residential solar, see Lesieutre 1992 and Margolis and Zuboy 2006.
Table 2: The role of leasing in addressing barriers to solar adoption as a customer encounters them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BARRIER TO CONSUMER ADOPTION OF SOLAR</th>
<th>BRIEF DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>ADDRESSED BY THE LEASING MODEL, RELATIVE TO SELF-OWNERSHIP AND INSTALLATION?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of information or confidence in benefits / consumer inertia</td>
<td>Lack of knowledge about or confidence in solar technology, installation options, incentives, and benefits</td>
<td>Partially – Similar to installers, companies offering leases conduct marketing and outreach to relevant customers, reduce barriers to incentive analysis and application, and track policy changes. They also provide performance guarantees and ongoing maintenance to reduce technology risk. As the ability of leasing companies to offer financing for solar facilities requires sufficient scale, this is a particular priority for leasing companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuitable roof</td>
<td>Roof not suitable for solar (e.g. shaded, not structurally sound, not oriented appropriately, insufficient space)</td>
<td>No – Solar leasing companies do not currently engage in roof modification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split incentive constraints</td>
<td>Misalignment of tenants’ and property owners’ interests. Tenants receive primary benefits, but property owners bear primary responsibility</td>
<td>No – Solar leasing is unable to resolve this issue as solar lease terms significantly exceed most tenancy terms, and building owners still maintain roof jurisdiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited access to finance</td>
<td>Unable to access loans</td>
<td>Partially – Solar lease providers handle financial negotiations with banks and minimize potential consumer transaction costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long payback period</td>
<td>Long investment horizons required — payback period insufficient for customer time horizons</td>
<td>Yes – Solar leasing model allows for reduced payback periods due to small, or no, down payment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permitting, interconnection, and inspection uncertainty and/or delays</td>
<td>Variability and uncertainty in permitting, interconnection, and inspection windows lengthen the installation period, which increases costs.</td>
<td>Partially – Similar to installers, leasing companies shift risks and burdens of delays away from the individual considering solar. Leasing companies have the potential and incentive to create standardized processes to minimize uncertainty and delay. The financial imperative to scale rapidly makes this a particular priority for leasing companies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.1 Lack of information – Solar leasing companies invest heavily in customer outreach and education

A homeowner must learn about solar technology, installation options, incentives, and benefits just to determine if solar might be an economic option. From there, they must also be able to develop a coherent picture of how solar will affect them economically (Rai and Robinson 2013), and determine if they have confidence in the sustainability of potential benefits (Shih and Chou 2011). Companies offering to install solar — no matter who ultimately owns it — must overcome the initial hurdles of informing consumers of their product and convince them of its potential for both environmental and financial benefit.

As explained in Section 3.2, solar leasing companies must achieve scale to be viable and have historically invested much more in customer acquisition than other installers. Helping households understand that solar can save them money now has been a key role of these companies.

### 3.3.2 Limited access to finance – Solar leasing simplifies solar financing for creditworthy customers

Traditional self-financing options depend on the consumer’s (1) availability of cash for a direct purchase or (2) credit rating and existing home equity for standard home-equity-based financing options (Speer 2012). In addition, homeowners may need to forego other large investment opportunities in order to purchase solar, and must consider future related expenditures, which may include servicing the system and/or replacing the inverter at least once.

As discussed in Section 3.1, solar leasing eligibility is generally based on credit scores and bill savings, and doesn’t require cash on hand or home equity. Since all potential costs to the customer are generally bundled into the lease — including up-front and future maintenance costs — there are also no immediate opportunity costs.17

17 Note, however, that the lease itself could negatively impact the homeowner’s...
Therefore, the leasing option at least partially addresses this barrier to deployment.

### 3.3.3 Long payback periods – Solar leasing provides nearly instant savings for consumers

While traditional financing generally involves a down payment, solar leases provide savings from the first month, eliminating the payback period for solar completely.

Recent research from UT-Austin’s School of Public Affairs and Engineering showed that among a sample of residential PV adopters in Texas:

- Those who selected the leasing option often had higher discount rates (meaning a stronger preference for benefits now over benefits in the future) and appeared to have more cash-flow constraints (i.e., less up-front cash available) than customers who opted to purchase a system.\(^\text{18}\)
- 90% of adopters based their decisions off of some form of financial analysis; of these, the majority of consumers selected payback period as their metric of financial attractiveness.

Most leasing arrangements satisfy these concerns — reducing the payback time of a customer’s investment in solar from a typical 10-20 years down to zero in cases where no down payment is required. In addition, payment in regular installments is well aligned with the high discount rates and tight cash-flow constraints of some customers.

As shown in Figure 5, even for those customers who assess their options using net present value (the current

\(^{18}\) Rai and Sigrin 2012 interviewed 365 individuals who installed solar around Austin, Texas and calculated the discount rates that the decisions of current solar customers implied. This figure hovered around 23%. However, buyers’ discount rates were lower — ranging from 6-18% — than that of leasers, ranging from 20-35%.

---

Note: The above graphic shows the net present value of solar for each financing option, relative to consumer discount rates. It shows that leasing and power purchase agreement arrangements are more favorable to customers than up-front cash purchases at discount rates exceeding 10%. Depending on the terms in each contract, loans and/or home equity-based finance may generate an NPV similar to the lease, or somewhere between the lease and the purchasing option.
discounted value of all future costs and revenues from their solar investment) rather than payback period, leasing may be financially superior. It shows that the net present value of leasing increases as the consumer’s discount rate increases. Using CSI data to determine the net present value, our modeling shows that leasing can generate a positive net present value for individuals with discount rates that exceed 4%, and that it is preferable to purchasing for individuals with discount rates exceeding 10%. This is substantially lower than recent estimates on solar decision-making, which calculated an average implied discount rate around 23% for solar customers (Rai and Sigrin, 2012).

3.3.4 Permitting, inspection, and interconnection delays – Solar leasing companies bear these risks at a cost

Several sources indicate that permitting, inspection, and interconnection uncertainty and delays serve as consistent barriers to more rapid installation.

- In 2009, the City of San Diego released a report showing that the most common single barrier to solar deployment among its over 500 survey respondents was permitting (est. 9% of responses), followed by inspections (est. 7% of responses). In 2011, SunRun estimated that local permitting and inspection costs added up to an additional fifty cents per installed watt, mostly due to wide variations in process not related to safety; ‘excessive’ fees; and ‘slow, manual submittal and inspection processes.’

While numerous initiatives advanced this issue in recent years, many current installers report that permitting, inspection, and interconnection delays continue to pose barriers across the areas where they operate.

In addition to the direct costs, variability or uncertainty in regulatory or permitting timing can impact the growth of the leasing model by changing the rate at which existing customers generate referrals (SolarCity 2012), potentially increasing costs by depressing the rate of solar installations.

The leasing model partially addresses this barrier, as it shifts risks and burdens of delays away from the customer and onto the leasing company. The leasing companies have the scale, resources, and incentive to more effectively manage these processes than individuals. However, leasing companies fold the cost of managing these risks into the prices they charge their customers.

19 Using the same discount rate and system size assumptions as described in section 2.3.

20 Depending on the terms in each contract, loans and/or home equity-based finance may generate an NPV similar to the lease, or somewhere between the lease and the purchasing option.

21 Respondents could select multiple barriers in this survey.

22 The SunShot Initiative has helped direct attention and funding to address this issue, supporting review of best practices and the creation of a National Solar Permit Database. The California governor’s office has generated a Solar Permitting Guidebook to help improve permit review and approval, and IREC (2012b) has produced a report reviewing examples and best practices in overcoming permitting, inspection, and interconnection challenges.
4. How Policy affects Costs to Taxpayers

In this section, we explore how prices are set in both purchased and leased rooftop PV markets and how policy affects prices in each market. We also seek to understand the impact that leasing has had on taxpayer costs (through claims for federal tax incentives, which are based on system prices; see Box 2 for more detail). Through financial modeling and empirical testing of the relationships between prices from the California Solar Initiative and policy for both purchased and leased systems, we find:

- **The cost of federal investment tax incentives (the ITC and MACRS) depends on the market value of leased systems, which is based on cost, bill savings, and state incentives.** Leasing companies price portfolios of solar leases to reflect the value of lease revenues and state incentives. Since the federal government provides tax incentives based on these prices, state and utility policies affect the cost to taxpayers. Further, this provides leasing companies an additional incentive to identify the customers who will save the most on their monthly utility bill — higher savings translate into higher lease payments, which can also lead to a more generous federal tax incentive.

- **Leased systems initially cost taxpayers more than purchased systems, but not anymore.** Reported prices for leased systems were higher than purchased systems (see Box 2) in the early days of leasing when incentives were more generous. This resulted in higher costs to taxpayers from leasing early on, possibly as lease prices were more sensitive to incentive levels at that time than purchased prices. As the leasing market has matured, this reported price difference has disappeared. This suggests the leasing market has become more competitive, though changes in the ways leasing companies report prices for tax incentive claims have also played a role.

- **Declining state incentives have likely helped reduce taxpayer costs for both types of systems.** Prices for both leased and purchased systems were found to decrease as the level of the CSI incentive and bill savings decreased, controlling for other factors such as time trends and module costs. Given this relationship, our results suggest that the incentives were an important price driver themselves — not that they merely declined at the same time. In most cases the effect is stronger for leased systems, although this no longer appears to be the case for incentive impacts on prices.

To explain how we arrived at these results, we’ll first describe how prices for purchased and leased systems are set by the residential solar market. Second, we’ll discuss how policy affects both prices, and finally, we’ll review the results of a regression analysis we used to test our understanding of policy-price relationships for both leased and purchased systems. We present an overview of our findings and critical assumptions here; we encourage readers to review the appendix for greater detail on theory, methods, data tables, and assumptions.

---

23 Federal investment tax incentives can be claimed on the basis of project’s fair market value - see Box 2 for more detail.
4.1 Prices for solar are driven by value and cost

Our analysis indicates pricing for both purchased and leased systems is currently driven by the value of tax incentives, bill savings, and the cost of solar installation. Despite the fact that they depend on the same things, prices are set differently for each market. In the leasing market, they represent the price investors paid to own the leased systems, while in the purchased-system market they simply represent sale prices. Since investors and purchasers have different concerns and think about investments differently, prices are set differently. This section describes how this works, and more detail can be found in Appendix B.

4.1.1 Prices for purchased systems

In a competitive market, prices for purchased systems would be determined primarily by the costs required to install the system. However, the market for rooftop PV is still relatively new and significant information barriers exist. A homeowner can obtain multiple quotes from installation companies (installers), but since prices are roof-specific, homeowners cannot observe a “market” price for their home. Further, current California policy provides enough incentives to consumers that systems can be sold above cost and still provide long-term savings to the buyer.24 As such, some installers may be able to base their pricing (at least to some extent) on the system’s value to the customer, charging higher prices to owners who expect to save more money even if their systems are no more expensive.

If prices are fully competitive, or “cost-based,” they will be unaffected by incentives and utility rates, and driven solely by the cost of installation. At the other extreme, if system prices are entirely “value-based,” they will be driven solely by incentives and utility rates — which affect the system’s profitability to the consumer — and not by costs. For purchased systems (as well as leased systems, as explained in Section 4.2), we expect that pricing is driven by both the value to consumers as well as costs.

4.1.2 Prices for leased systems

Prices for leased systems are more complicated. Leasing companies generally price the lease to deliver

24 Assuming net energy metering continues to apply, and that rates either stay roughly in the same range or increase over the system’s lifetime.

a given level of bill savings to the homeowner, often in the 10-20% range.25 This suggests that lease pricing is primarily value-based. However, costs still matter: If the leasing company cannot provide savings profitably, they will usually not offer a contract. As such, lower costs of installation and service enable leases that would not otherwise occur because higher costs would make the lease unprofitable.

Leasing companies collect many projects, package them into a fund, and sell the fund to one or more investors (as described in Section 3). The price to the investor26 depends on the value of the leases and incentives the investors receive when they invest in the fund. The investor price is thereby tied through the leases to some combination of system value and system cost, as discussed above.

Since a significant fraction of the value of these funds is in the tax benefits that they deliver to the investor, solar leasing companies generally need to attract investment from a limited pool of tax equity investors who can demand relatively high rates of return. Consistent with a number of recent studies, our modeling suggests that tax equity finance significantly increases project costs.27

As explained in Box 1, we believe the available data on prices of leased systems largely represents the prices paid by investors. These prices generally form the basis for tax credit claims. Where we discuss leases, we therefore focus on investor prices, not the prices a homeowner pays for their lease. As discussed above, lease prices generally target monthly bill savings, and as such are driven largely by the savings generated from Net Energy Metering and California utility rates.

25 Some developers will still offer a lease, but will inform the customer that savings won’t be possible. In this case, the lease is presumably based on the cost of service rather than targeted bill savings.

26 In this section, we use “investors” to refer to those parties that have an investment stake in a portfolio of leases. This includes a tax equity investor; (usually) the developer; and (occasionally) any other party that might purchase an ownership share of the portfolio.

27 See for example, BPC 2011, Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2011, CPI 2012. Taxable cash grants or refundable tax credits are able to provide the same benefits to projects at a lower cost to government compared to nonrefundable tax credits (CPI 2012). While other considerations will undoubtedly play a factor in the design of new and/or modified solar incentives — including the overall costs allocated to solar programs — we suggest that alternatives to federal tax incentives be a fundamental element of a shift in solar incentives.
4.2 The effect of policy on prices

Our analysis (detailed in Appendix B) suggests policy affects prices for both purchased and leased systems. However, the mechanism by which this occurs is different for each type of system.

For purchased systems, policy affects prices when it raises system value to consumers and when the market isn’t competitive enough to force full cost-based pricing. The higher the up-front incentives, the more a consumer can afford to pay and still benefit from a positive return on investment. Higher utility rates, and hence greater potential bill savings, have a similar effect. However, in a fully competitive market, consumers would still be able to find the lowest price, which would be based on the cost of installing the system with some sustainable level of profit; incentives and bill savings, set by policy, would not impact the cost to the customer. If the market were fully competitive, consumers would purchase systems from the lowest-cost installers, and capture the benefits themselves.

For leased systems, the effect of policy on investor prices is more direct because of the way the market functions. The value of a lease portfolio is determined by the value of the leases themselves, plus incentives the projects receive. Thus, incentives that increase the cash flow from a leased system increase the value of that system and the price an investor will be willing to pay for it. So, we expect that an increase in up-front incentives will lead directly to an increase in investor prices. Similarly, we expect that an increase in utility rates would also increase investor prices to the extent that it increases lease payments (in other words, to the extent that those leases are priced on a value rather than cost basis). Not all leasing companies set lease payments the same way, and not all leasing companies (or even funds created by a single leasing company) distribute incentives and lease payments between investors uniformly. Our analysis therefore seeks to measure how savings, incentives, and module cost affect price in an “average” situation.

The difference in price formation for leased and purchased systems has driven differences in reported prices in the past, as shown in Figure 7 and elaborated upon in Box 1. From 2009 through 2010, while CSI incentives had yet to decline, the reported prices of leased systems was observably higher than that of purchased systems. However, over time this difference has disappeared. This is likely due to changes in price reporting practices, increased competition among leasing companies, and the declining importance of CSI incentives in system valuations.

Figure 7: CSI reported prices for purchased and leased solar systems have converged
Box 2 – Interpreting prices reported in the California Solar Initiative database

The reported price of solar in California has generally been higher for leased systems than purchased systems. However, it is important to note that prices are not the same as costs and that leased system prices are in many cases reported differently than purchased system prices.

System prices reported to the CSI database are not necessarily the same as prices reported to the IRS or Treasury when these companies apply for federal incentives. Unfortunately, federal tax incentive application data are not public, so we are not able to compare the two. Reporting practices vary by installer. Integrated installers generally report prices based on the net present value of income streams attributable to the system, while non-integrated companies may report the purchase price from the installer. We assume that in either case, these numbers are related to (though not identical to) tax credit claims, enabling our statistical analysis. Treasury guidance allows the tax basis for leased systems to be claimed in three different ways, but our research suggests that claims are generally based on the “fair market value” of the systems as established in the market for investment in bundles of leases (see Appendix C for more detail).

Leased systems and purchased systems are different products. As discussed in section 3, leasing generally offers a package of services — from financing to installation and maintenance — instead of just up-front hardware installation. Thus, purchased and leased system prices should not necessarily be directly comparable.

Finally, the data reporting practices among companies offering leases appear to differ from that of purchased systems in the CSI database. Instead of reporting the “price” of an individual installation, they often report the average price per watt of all systems in a given fund multiplied by the installation size of the installation reported to the database. This can easily be seen by observing the large clusters of projects with exactly the same per watt prices in the CSI database. Moreover, how developers arrive at the “price” of a leased system, whether of a fund or an individual installation, likely varies, and there is clear indication that reporting practices changed for at least one developer in 2012, resulting in a change in reported price due solely to reporting practices. In our analysis, we have dropped 2012 data from this developer from our dataset to ensure that the change in reporting practices does not confound our results.

The numbers reported in the database for leased systems can still be used — the reported price appears to be a function of the fair market value, and therefore the lease price, of the system. For that reason, we believe changes in reported prices are a good indicator of changes in lease rates. Thus, while we don’t compare prices between leased systems and purchased systems — as they are different figures — we can separately compare the sensitivity of leased prices and purchased prices to incentive changes.

4.3 Empirical assessment of price drivers

In order to measure the degree to which prices are affected by costs, savings, and incentives, we use a fixed effects regression model. We have installation-level data from the California Solar Initiative, which provides information on price, system size, and installer. We combine this with data on module costs, and utility rates. We also control for time trends using quarterly fixed effects. The utility rate data are used to calculate the net present value of 20 year savings per watt, based on the assumption that systems are sized to offset electricity use in the top two tiers for Southern California Edison customers and top three for Pacific Gas & Electric customers.28 For more detail on our data and methodology, see Appendix B.

We estimate the per-watt impacts of CSI, estimated bill savings, and module costs on prices separately for purchased and leased systems. We find that these relationships have changed over time, and as such, report results for two different time periods: 2007-10 and 2011-12.

---

28 While these assumptions affect the magnitude of our coefficients, they do not affect the qualitative results.
Figure 8 presents results for purchased systems. Controlling for other factors, a one dollar reduction in CSI was associated with a 71 cent reduction in system prices from 2007-2010. However, in 2011-2012, this effect was smaller: a one dollar reduction in CSI reduced prices by only 30 cents. Savings have gone from having a small impact on price to having no detectable impact. As noted above, our savings variable is only an approximation, since a number of assumptions were employed in calculating it (see Appendix C for details). Our bill savings calculation may be overestimating savings, which would mean we are underestimating the dollar-on-dollar impact of bill-savings on prices. Module cost has also become a less important determinant of prices over time. Module prices have fallen faster than other costs if solar installation and therefore constitute a smaller share of total system cost today than they did a few years ago. This may explain our results, and we caution that our findings do not necessarily suggest that total costs have become a less important determinant of price.

We see similar impacts for leased systems in Figure 9. Initially, CSI incentives and module costs were roughly equally important in determining leased system prices. More recently, both are less important than they were initially, but module costs and savings matter more than CSI, which no longer appears to be a statistically or economically important price determinant. The CSI finding may be an artifact of different reporting practices — some companies likely reported cost-based numbers, while others reported income-based numbers (see box 1). The latter more likely correspond to sale prices to investors.

The declining importance of incentives for prices in both markets (and of bill savings in the purchased market) suggests that pricing is becoming less value-based and more cost-based. This trend is likely either because incentives are no longer generous enough to make excess profits possible or because the market is becoming more competitive (or, likely, both). This may be especially true for leasing, which is a younger market. Since incentives have come down substantially, it may be that in order to ensure savings, developers are now setting prices closer to cost. The fact that there are many more companies offering leases than there were in the early days suggests competition has probably become more intense in that market.

---

29 We assume systems are optimally sized. If they are actually oversized, we are overestimating savings and hence underestimating their per dollar effect on prices. If they are actually undersized, we are underestimating savings and overestimating the per dollar effect on prices.
4.4 State incentive programs and utility rates can affect costs for the federal government

As discussed in Box 2, the reported price roughly corresponds to the tax basis reported to the U.S. Treasury and IRS, and hence reflects the cost to the federal government, either through grants allocated through Treasury or through uncollected revenue from the IRS. Given that California state incentives and the availability of bill savings for customers influence reported prices (as demonstrated in Sections 4.2 and 4.3), it is likely that these factors also impact federal incentives awarded to those projects. Declining incentives from CSI likely reduced the cost of federal incentives, while higher federal tax credits and grants may have been delivered to projects with greater bill savings, controlling for other factors. This means state incentive programs and utility rates can affect costs for the federal government, especially for leased systems.

Thus, the leasing model transforms an ostensibly cost-based incentive into one whose value depends on the amount of savings the project generates. As a result, leasing companies target consumers with high electricity bills. In California, the most valuable customers are those with high energy use, given the tiered electricity rate structure. While these high energy users enjoy the largest bill savings from solar, they are also valuable sources of utility revenue. Utilities in California have initiated efforts to modify their rate structure for residential customers, which could have implications for the distribution of valuable solar customers.
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5. Policy has facilitated a shift toward solar leases

Over the last five years, California has seen sustained growth in new residential solar installations — and a marked shift to solar leasing — from 7% leased in 2007 to 75% leased in 2012. In this section, we discuss evidence from statistical analysis of the California Solar Initiative data regarding potential economic or policy drivers of the shift to leasing. We also discuss evidence about the extent to which leasing led to greater overall deployment. We find that:

The share of leasing grew as the share of total project cost covered by up-front incentives fell. While other factors played a role, smaller up-front incentives led leasing to capture a greater share of the market.

As discussed in Section 3, a solar lease provides a shorter payback period, especially when up-front costs are high. This means we expect more consumers to prefer leasing as up-front incentives are reduced. Our regression analysis confirms this hypothesis.

As the up-front California Solar Initiative incentive has declined, up-front incentives have covered a smaller fraction of project costs, increasing the relative burden of financing. Increasingly, the bulk of project value is in the form of bill savings, meaning payback times for purchased systems are longer even if their net present value is unchanged. This increases the relative appeal of leases, as their payback period is limited or non-existent.

This relationship is easy to see in the raw data, but to show that it cannot be explained by other factors, we need to control for changes in savings, module prices, and underlying time trends. After doing so, our analysis suggests that the decline in the CSI that saw its share of up-front costs fall from over 20% in 2008 to less than 5% in 2012 accounts for a 9% shift in the share of new deployment from leasing. The remainder is explained by time trends, which likely reflect marketing and new industry growth, and changes in costs and savings. In other words, we expect leasing would still account for the majority of new deployment if the CSI had remained constant, but somewhat more customers would be buying systems. (See Appendix B for more details on this analysis.)

Here is an example to show how incentive timing can affect the decision to buy versus lease. We estimate that the net present value of bill savings from solar is roughly $3.45 per watt, on average. Our results suggest that a policy design that reduced consumers bill savings by $1 per watt and shifting to an up-front payment would reduce the lease share of new deployment from around 75% to around 30%. Two effects combine to reach this result — monthly savings offered by leasing companies would be smaller, and the cost of purchasing a system outright would be smaller.

While we can see that leasing, driven in part by the decline in CSI incentives, has gained significant market share, we cannot currently estimate how much new deployment would have happened in a world without leasing. However, Section 3 shows that leasing companies

---

Figure 10: Share of new deployment from leasing increased as the share of up-front costs covered by CSI declined.

---

30 As seen in Figure 1.
address critical barriers for consumer adoption of solar, and Section 4 shows that they respond quickly to changing market conditions and incentives. In addition, it is highly unlikely that all customers who chose to lease would have purchased were leasing unavailable, even with more up-front government support. Altogether, this suggests leasing has made solar more appealing to customers and likely led to more deployment than would have occurred otherwise.
6. Conclusions, Recommendations, and Areas for Future Research

As policymakers across the country and elsewhere look to spur further growth of solar PV in a constrained budget environment, the California experience — and in particular, the rise of leasing — may hold lessons for improving the effectiveness of solar policy generally.

Based on our analysis and conversations with industry and regulatory stakeholders, we have arrived at four key conclusions about the solar leasing model:

1. For consumers, a lease transforms a complex home investment into a money-saving service.
2. Leased systems initially cost taxpayers more than purchased systems, but not anymore.
3. Declining state incentives have likely helped reduce taxpayer costs for both leased and purchased systems.
4. Decreasing up-front incentives have, in part, driven the increase in leasing.

Based on these findings, we make the following recommendations:

We have found no reason to prohibit solar leasing. While solar leasing once cost federal taxpayers more than purchased systems, we no longer find this to be the case. Leasing companies translate a diverse set of policies and processes into a relatively simple product for households, leaving less for individuals to manage. However, not all states allow leasing. By providing more ways for customers to finance rooftop solar and minimize their transaction costs, states that permit leasing may enable greater solar deployment.

Use incentives that decline with deployment to help bring down prices. Our analysis suggests that incentives that provide pressure on solar installers and leasing companies to identify and implement cost reductions help lower prices for solar customers.

- Take steps to reduce the cost of leasing to taxpayers and customers.
- Increase availability and comparability of public data on solar lease and purchase pricing to enhance market competition and reduce costs. Maintaining a publicly-accessible platform to compare solar pricing data — for leases and purchases — would facilitate a competitive solar market environment and enable more robust research and analysis of trends.

- Continue to address permitting, interconnection, and inspection process barriers to reduce financing and installation costs. Each of these offers an opportunity to streamline projects and reduce costs.

- Minimize or eliminate the need for expensive tax equity to reduce financing costs. Solar leasing companies could reduce their financing costs and provide leases to more customers if they did not have to rely on costly tax equity finance to realize the benefits of federal incentives.31

Finally, we note several further issues that may impede efficient deployment of rooftop solar in California, which we also suggest as opportunities for future analysis: California’s tiered rate structure (along with Net Energy Metering) offers much greater solar PV benefits to high energy consumers; solar generation may not currently be sited in areas it most benefits the grid; and there are unmeasured risks that leasing may present to consumers and investors. These risks include changes in retail electricity rates being considered by the California Public Utilities Commission, changes to federal tax incentives, and lease portfolio performance. Addressing each of these three issues would open opportunities to achieve greater deployment while encouraging cost and price reductions to government and consumers.

Ultimately, policy can and should support the expansion of renewable generation using mechanisms that fit the needs of consumers. Solar leasing has filled and will continue to fill a gap — converting long-term energy savings from a relatively large investment into a product that provides immediate financial benefits. However, leasing is likely not the only way in which business and/or policy innovation can make it easier for consumers to benefit from renewable generation. For example, providing state or federal incentives directly to consumers for choosing to consume clean electricity — and expanding the renewable options available to consumers through, for example, retail green power options — may yield similar results at lower costs. Like leasing, these approaches present ways

31 This could be done by, for example, providing federal incentives as taxable cash (CPI 2012).
to catalyze a shift to cleaner electricity generation driven by consumer choice. We plan to study such innovative approaches in future work.
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## 8. Appendix A - Description of Policies Under Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY</th>
<th>AUTHORIZING POLICY OBJECTIVES</th>
<th>RELEVANT DESIGN FEATURES</th>
<th>AUTHORITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NET ENERGY METERING (NEM)     | • Encourage substantial private investment in renewable energy resources  
• Stimulate in-state economic growth  
• Reduce demand for electricity during peak consumption periods  
• Help stabilize California’s energy supply infrastructure  
• Enhance the continued diversification of California’s energy resource mix  
• Reduce interconnection and administrative costs for electricity suppliers  
• Encourage conservation and efficiency*                                                                                                                                   | • Allows electricity customers to reduce utility bills by amount of solar PV generated on-site. The amount is credited to the customer’s next bill at the retail rate.  
• Equates value of solar to retail rates customers pay for utility services                                                                                             | • Authorized 1995 by CA Legislature *(AB 1755 amending the CA Pub Utility Code § 2827, et seq)*  
• Took effect in 1996 and has had many subsequent revisions  
• Capped at 2.5% of peak aggregate customer demand                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |
| CALIFORNIA SOLAR INITIATIVE  | • reach state solar capacity goals (3 GW)  
• establish a self-sufficient solar industry in which solar is a viable mainstream option for homes and businesses in 10 years  
• place solar on 50% of new homes in 13 years.  
• enable additional system reliability and pollution reduction benefits                                                                                                     | • Performance based monetary incentive, available in differing amounts to commercial, residential, and tax-exempt entities  
• Declines in ten steps, according to capacity deployed in utility region at time of incentive application                                                                                           | • S.B. 1 – 2006 authorized $3.35bn towards three different program components  
• SB 585 authorized an additional $200 million in 2011                                                                                                                     |
| INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT (ITC)   | • ‘To ensure jobs for our future with secure, affordable, and reliable energy’ (EPACT 2005)  
• Tax Credit - Increase cost-effectiveness of investment in renewable energy                                                                                                  | • 30% tax credit of eligible solar property purchase and & installation costs  
• Drops to 10% in 2017  
• Options for corporate and personal tax credit  
• The tax credits are available for systems “placed in service” from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2008                                                             | • 2006 through Section 25D and 1337 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005, which modified 26 USC § 168  
• 2008-2016 (originally effective 2006; amended in 2008)                                                                                                              |
| 1603 CASH GRANT               | • Preserve and create jobs and promote economic recovery  
• Assist those most impacted by the recession  
• Provide investments needed to increase economic efficiency by spurring technological advances in science and health  
• Invest in transportation, environmental protection, and other infrastructure that will provide long-term economic benefits  
• Stabilize state and local government budgets to minimize and avoid reductions in essential services and counterproductive state and local tax increases                                                                 | • If a solar project began construction by the end of 2011, their owners were eligible to apply for a grant in lieu of the investment tax credit (ITC) for 30% of eligible project costs.                                                                 | • 2009-2011 (construction begins by this date; renewed in December 2010 to extend through 2011)  
• American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Energy of 2009                                                                                                                  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY</th>
<th>AUTHORIZING POLICY OBJECTIVES</th>
<th>RELEVANT DESIGN FEATURES</th>
<th>AUTHORITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ACCELERATED TAX DEPRECIATION (MACRS) | • Increase cost-effectiveness of investment in renewable energy | • Corporate only  
• Allows companies to recover investments in property through depreciation deductions  
• Bonus depreciation available in 2008-2012 | • First established in 1986 |
| CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITY CODE 218 | Public Utility Code as a whole:  
• ratepayer protection  
• minimize the cost to society of the reliable energy services that are provided by natural gas and electricity  
• improve the environment & encourage the diversity of energy sources through improvements in energy efficiency and development of renewable energy resources, such as wind, solar, biomass, and geothermal energy. | • Codification that third-party owned solar energy producers do not meet the definition of ‘electrical corporation’ and are therefore exempted from PUC regulation. | Cal. Pub. Util. Code §701.1; Code §2868  
definition of electric corporation excludes ‘independent solar energy producers,… [i.e.] a corporation or person employing one or more solar energy systems for the generation of electricity for … the use of or sale to, not more than two other entities or persons per generation system solely for use on the real property on which the electricity is generated.’ |

a [http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=puc&group=02001-03000&file=2821-2829](http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=puc&group=02001-03000&file=2821-2829)
b [http://www.oclaw.org/research/code/ca/PUC/701.1/content.html](http://www.oclaw.org/research/code/ca/PUC/701.1/content.html)
9. Appendix B - Econometric Modeling Structure and Assumptions

1 Introduction

This appendix discusses the regression methodologies used to examine the impact of incentives, bill savings, and cost on prices and deployment. Section 2 focuses on prices, and Section 3 focuses on deployment. Each begins with a theoretical discussion, moves to the structural model used for the regressions, and then discusses the regression results.

2 Prices

The market for residential solar panels is still relatively new, and information is not freely available. For these reasons, competitive marginal cost based pricing is not expected. We assume price is a function of both value to the buyer (willingness to pay) and cost \( c \),

\[
p = \mu v(s, i) + (1 - \mu)c,
\]

where \( v(s) \) represents value (willingness to pay) - a function of savings \( s \) and incentives \( i \). The parameter \( \mu \) is simply a measure of the degree to which prices are perfectly competitive, with \( \mu = 0 \) in the case of perfect competition.

Third party ownership further complicates this, as it creates a separate market with a different pricing system, which is examined in greater detail below.

2.1 Prices for leased systems

The market for solar leases and the market for direct sales of solar installations are separate and distinct. In the leasing industry, systems are advertised and sold on the basis of monthly savings. Relatively few companies have entered this space. In order to act as a solar aggregator, a company must be large enough to assemble solar projects into a fund and attract investors.

Thus, while we expect the same factors to affect the market prices of third-party-owned systems, we do not necessarily expect the relationships to be the same. For this reason, we estimate two separate price functions below.

Lease payments are set on the basis of bill savings \( s \). If a homeowner’s initial bill is written \( b_0 \), the lease \( l \) will be set to ensure that \( b_0 - s + l = (1 - \eta)b_0 \) for some targeted percentage savings (\( \eta < 1 \)). We can rewrite this

\[
l = s - \eta b_0.
\]
This equation holds if the price it implies meets or exceeds the developer’s cost - if not the project will either not be built or the lease will have to be increased (potentially eliminating net savings). This is discussed further below.

As shown in Figure 1, a solar project built in California receives revenue and savings from several sources. Treasury reporting rules allow tax credits to be claimed on the basis of project income from incentives and in this case lease payments. For projects aggregated in funds, the income approach is both easier to calculate and probably more favorable to the owner. Importantly, Treasury (and presumably IRS) requires that income streams be allocable to the solar system as opposed to contracts, meaning some portion of a solar lease may be considered ineligible, particularly if its value significantly exceeds project cost. Further, operating costs must be subtracted.

The full value of a system is the discounted sum of lease payments combined with up front incentives (from the California Solar Initiative) $i$. Let $\alpha \leq 1$ represent the portion of that value deemed eligible for the tax credit. Importantly, treasury guidance states that when income exceeds costs, a larger portion of the lease revenue is likely to be considered ineligible, meaning $\alpha$ is increasing in $c$. In other words, higher underlying costs mean more of the lease can be attributed to the solar asset. For simplicity, we write the net present value of the lease $L = l \sum_{t=0}^{T} (1 + r)^{-t}$, where $r$ is the weighted average cost of capital. The total system value for tax purposes is

$$v(i, \alpha(c), l(s)) = i + \alpha L. \quad (3)$$

The value of $r$ is required by treasury to be an appropriate discount factor - we assume the project's weighted average cost of capital is used. The tax benefit of the project, which includes the 30% tax credit as well as accelerated depreciation $d$, can be written $T(v) = (d + 0.3)v$.

A tax equity investor with sufficient tax liability to absorb the credit invests in the project primarily for its tax benefit. However, the IRS requires that the tax equity investor also take some minimum share of the lease payments $\lambda > 0$. The investor buys

---

1To simplify computation, we use $d$ for the net present value of depreciation, which is taken over several years and is proportional to the tax rate of the investor. This is less than or equal to the federal tax rate (in the case of 100% bonus depreciation).
a fund composed of many projects with varying characteristics, but in aggregate the purchase must satisfy their return on investment requirement. Thus, for the average project, the tax equity investor pays

\[ p_I = T + \lambda L_I(1 - \tau), \]  

which ensures they receive their required return on investment (which is the same as their discount rate). \( L_I \) is simply the net present value of the lease from the tax equity investor’s perspective and \( \tau \) is the tax rate.\(^2\) This means that the developer (either directly or through debt financing) contributes

\[ p_D = c - p_I. \]  

Combining the above, leasing company profits can be written

\[ \pi_D = (1 - \lambda)L_D(1 - \tau) + i - p_D = (1 - \lambda)L_D(1 - \tau) + i - c + T + \lambda L_I(1 - \tau). \]  

Since profits must be greater than or equal to zero for a project to be built, we can rewrite (6) as a constraint on the lease price

\[ l \geq \frac{T + c - i}{[(1 - \lambda) \sum_{t=0}^{T} (1 + r_D)^{-t} + \lambda \sum_{t=0}^{T} (1 + r_I)^{-t}](1 - \tau)}. \]  

In cases where this constraint binds (e.g. leases are set on the basis of cost and incentives rather than bill savings), lease prices will be increasing in cost and decreasing in the incentive level. Where the constraint doesn’t bind, leases are set on the basis of savings, as in Equation 2. From the customer’s perspective, this means if the developer can’t afford to sell the project and provide savings, they could finance it at cost, but savings may not be possible.

The total value of the project is then \( \hat{v} = \pi_D - c + p_I \), which is equivalent to

\[ \hat{v}(i, \alpha(c), l(s)) = v + T(v). \]  

Note that it is irrelevant to this equation whether \( i \) is absorbed by the investor or the developer.

It is unclear whether the prices reported to the CSI database are \( v \) or \( \hat{v} \). However, the same regression equation is implied in either case. We’ll proceed as if \( \hat{v} \), which would be the appraised value of the fund including tax flows, is used.

Since prices are often reported in aggregate across a fund, it’s important we interpret these averaged figures correctly. Letting \( \mu \) represent the fraction of leases within a fund where the developer’s constraint (7) does not bind, we can write the average price

\[ \bar{p} = T(v) + i + \mu L(s) + (1 - \mu)L(c, i). \]  

Average (reported) price is a function of tax incentives, savings, and cost. Price should be increasing in savings and incentives, and decreasing in cost.

---

\(^2\)The tax equity investor may have a different discount rate than other project participants.
The only parameter we expect to vary between developers is $\alpha$, which is a function of costs and the developer’s legal interpretation of the tax credit rules. We allow costs to vary with project size, as well as developer experience (measured by number of watts deployed) to account for economies of scale and market power. We expect a positive relationship between prices and incentives, and a positive relationship between prices and savings as well as costs, though the size of the expected coefficient is unclear. If the developer constraint rarely binds, costs should have very little impact on prices, and savings and incentives should dominate. If the constraint binds more often, cost will have a greater impact.

### 2.2 Regression Equation

We assume system size is chosen to maximize savings, meaning system size is increasing in the size of the initial bill. This means savings and system size are collinear. Further, the CSI incentive is collinear with system size by design, as it is administered on a per watt basis. For this reason, we conduct our regression analysis on a per watt basis, and control for system size separately. We use the natural logarithm of the system size $w$ rather than the raw variable, as we expect costs decrease nonlinearly as size increases. We also control for developer scale $Q$ using the total number of watts they have installed at any given time - we interpret this effect as a net effect of learning-by-doing and potentially market power.

To that end, we estimate the following equation

$$
\frac{p_i}{w_i} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \frac{s_i}{w_i} + \beta_2 \frac{i_i}{w_i} + \beta_3 \frac{c_t}{w_i} + \beta_4 ln(Q_i) + \beta_5 ln(w_i) + \epsilon_t + \epsilon_u + \epsilon_i \tag{10}
$$

We use fixed effects at the utility territory level ($\epsilon_u$) to control for prices differences due to labor costs, differential insolation, and other regional factors. We also include quarterly time effects ($\epsilon_t$) to control for changes in costs we don’t explicitly control for but that are likely uniform across the state (such as inverters, racking, etc.). These effects ought to also capture changing economic conditions.

Further, to distinguish between the market for host-owned and leased systems ($D$) and interact it with all variables listed above, with the exception of the territorial and time effects. This means our complete regression is written

$$
\frac{p_i}{w_i} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \frac{s_i}{w_i} + \beta_2 \frac{i_i}{w_i} + \beta_3 \frac{c_t}{w_i} + \beta_4 ln(Q_i) + \beta_5 ln(w_i) + \\
\beta_6 D_i + \beta_7 D_i \frac{s_i}{w_i} + \beta_8 D_i \frac{i_i}{w_i} + \beta_9 D_i \frac{c_t}{w_i} + \beta_{10} D_i ln(Q_i) + \beta_{11} D_i ln(w_i) + \\
\epsilon_t + \epsilon_u + \epsilon_i. \tag{11}
$$

We also include additional dummies for the three largest third party installers in one specification.
2.3 Data

The data for estimating Equation 11 come from the CSI database, utility rate histories, and Solarbuzz. Price ($p$) and size ($w$), as well as incentives ($i$) are contained in the CSI database. We calculate savings on the basis of system size and utility rates, assuming that systems are sized to offset consumption in the third tier and above for PG&E and the fourth tier and above for Southern California Edison (see the main text for discussion of this). We use SolarBuzz’s U.S. module price index as a proxy to control for costs.

We drop obvious outliers - all systems where reported costs exceed $20/w (nameplate). We also group leased systems for Sungevity, Sunrun, and Solarcity (the three largest aggregators) by company. For Sunrun, this is complicated by the fact that they are not listed as the installer for many of their systems, as other companies do the installation. Therefore, we consider all third-party-owned systems installed by their partners in the "Sunrun" category (1st Light Energy, Fast Solar Services, Gen110, Heliopower, Horizon Solar Power, PetersenDean, Real Goods Solar, REC Solar, Solar Universe, and Verengo Solar). We also drop all SolarCity projects installed after 2011, because they significantly changed their reporting practices to be cost-based, so more recent numbers are not comparable to other numbers in the dataset.

We include fixed effects for the three largest leasing companies (SolarCity, Sungevity, and Sunrun) to control for systematic differences in pricing or reporting methodology. This is a blunt control, but it does not qualitatively change our results.

Another issue in the data is that many installers reported only average prices by fund. That is, the prices reported per watt are identical across the entire fund. Fortunately, we are able to address this issue using a weighted least squares technique described in Lewis & Linzer (2005). We first group projects with identical installers and prices and estimate an ordinary least squares regression. We store the squared residuals, and use these residuals to generate a weighting matrix for the final equation. This changes our results only slightly, but we prefer these results as they take into account price averaging.

2.4 Results

Table 1 shows how our results change as we add controls. The first (OLS) model, which lacks time, territory, and developer controls shows a very large and significant coefficient for the CSI incentive. This makes sense, as CSI has been systematically decreasing over time as reported prices have also increased, so without time effects the result is likely capturing the time trend. In the second column of results, we see that adding quarterly and utility territory effects reduces this coefficient. However, the coefficient on developer experience (log total watts deployed) is still positive, which implies diseconomies of scale. This effect disappears when we add developer controls. SolarCity, the largest developer, has a significant positive coefficient, so it is likely high reported prices from SolarCity are driving this result in the first two columns. All results are reported with robust standard errors (to address heteroscedasticity).

In order to ensure price averaging, as discussed above, is not affecting our results, we compare with a weighted least squares approach, as described above. Our results,
## Table 1: Impact of fixed and developer effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed Effects (Quarter and Territory)</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developer Effects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI/Watt</td>
<td>1.094***</td>
<td>.805***</td>
<td>.555***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.023)</td>
<td>(.032)</td>
<td>(.032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings/Watt</td>
<td>.035***</td>
<td>.040***</td>
<td>.086***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.007)</td>
<td>(.009)</td>
<td>(.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module Cost/Watt</td>
<td>.059***</td>
<td>.339***</td>
<td>.288***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.017)</td>
<td>(.073)</td>
<td>(.067)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Watts</td>
<td>-1.350***</td>
<td>-1.324***</td>
<td>-1.336***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.015)</td>
<td>(.016)</td>
<td>(.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Experience</td>
<td>.014***</td>
<td>.009***</td>
<td>.100***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.003)</td>
<td>(.003)</td>
<td>(.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Party Owner</td>
<td>-2.232***</td>
<td>-2.711***</td>
<td>-2.532***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.144)</td>
<td>(.146)</td>
<td>(.127)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × CSI/Watt</td>
<td>.241***</td>
<td>.137***</td>
<td>.113***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.037)</td>
<td>(.038)</td>
<td>(.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × Savings/Watt</td>
<td>-.020</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.100***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.016)</td>
<td>(.016)</td>
<td>(.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × Module Cost/Watt</td>
<td>.390***</td>
<td>.478***</td>
<td>.370***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.026)</td>
<td>(.027)</td>
<td>(.024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × Log Experience</td>
<td>.133***</td>
<td>.137***</td>
<td>.098***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.007)</td>
<td>(.007)</td>
<td>(.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.659***</td>
<td>6.806***</td>
<td>7.246***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.072)</td>
<td>(.413)</td>
<td>(.391)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
shown in Table 2, are affected only moderately by this change.

We focus on the results in the third column, as they are robust to price averaging, as discussed above. The coefficient for the CSI incentive shows that a $1 increase in the CSI incentive increases reported price by about $0.58 for host-owned systems and $0.66 (adding together the baseline with the interacted coefficient) for leased systems. This relationship is as expected, though our model above suggests it could have been even stronger. This indicates that for some projects the developer constraint in Equation 7 held. In other words, developers used some of the up front incentive to reduce lease payments.

To examine whether these effects vary when we pick different time periods, we split our sample over time. We see evidence that either competitiveness or cost pressure have increased over time (see Table 3). In other words, it appears the constraint in Equation 7 was binding in more cases over time, either due to increased competitiveness forcing companies to provide greater savings where possible or simply lower margins.

### Table 2: Impact of weighted least squares

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Robust OLS</th>
<th>WLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSI/Watt</td>
<td>.554***</td>
<td>.581***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.032)</td>
<td>(.032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings/Watt</td>
<td>.069***</td>
<td>.069***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.008)</td>
<td>(.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module Cost/Watt</td>
<td>.291***</td>
<td>.223***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.067)</td>
<td>(.065)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Watts</td>
<td>-1.335***</td>
<td>-1.279***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.015)</td>
<td>(.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Experience</td>
<td>-.007**</td>
<td>-.008***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.003)</td>
<td>(.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Party Dummy</td>
<td>-2.518***</td>
<td>-2.676***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.126)</td>
<td>(.126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × CSI/Watt</td>
<td>.118***</td>
<td>.079**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.033)</td>
<td>(.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × Savings/Watt</td>
<td>.099***</td>
<td>.109***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.013)</td>
<td>(.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × Module Cost/Watt</td>
<td>.367***</td>
<td>.423***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.024)</td>
<td>(.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × Log Experience</td>
<td>.098***</td>
<td>.090***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.007)</td>
<td>(.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sungevity Dummy</td>
<td>1.180***</td>
<td>1.226***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.056)</td>
<td>(.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunrun Dummy</td>
<td>-1.151***</td>
<td>-1.171***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.390)</td>
<td>(.385)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SolarCity Dummy</td>
<td>.920***</td>
<td>.989***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.020)</td>
<td>(.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.228***</td>
<td>7.539***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.015)</td>
<td>(.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Squared</td>
<td>0.3520</td>
<td>0.3630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Impact on price by date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2007-2010</th>
<th>2011-2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSI/Watt</td>
<td>.716***</td>
<td>.307***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.041)</td>
<td>(.055)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings/Watt</td>
<td>.104***</td>
<td>-.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.011)</td>
<td>(.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module Cost/Watt</td>
<td>.544***</td>
<td>.342***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.151)</td>
<td>(.077)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Capacity</td>
<td>-1.445***</td>
<td>-1.201***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.024)</td>
<td>(.020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Experience</td>
<td>-.034***</td>
<td>.048***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.004)</td>
<td>(.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Party Dummy</td>
<td>-3.987***</td>
<td>-2.072***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.305)</td>
<td>(.183)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × CSI/Watt</td>
<td>.234***</td>
<td>-.251***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.057)</td>
<td>(.049)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × Savings/Watt</td>
<td>.153***</td>
<td>.262***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.020)</td>
<td>(.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × Module Cost/Watt</td>
<td>.627***</td>
<td>-.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.055)</td>
<td>(.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third × Log Experience</td>
<td>.109***</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.016)</td>
<td>(.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sungevity Dummy</td>
<td>.518***</td>
<td>1.703***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.074)</td>
<td>(.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunrun Dummy</td>
<td>-1.303***</td>
<td>-.878***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.057)</td>
<td>(.027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SolarCity Dummy</td>
<td>.767***</td>
<td>1.431***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.133)</td>
<td>(.110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>5.728***</td>
<td>6.915***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R-Squared 0.2701 0.3575
Observations 59,711 42,486

Due to reduced CSI incentives. In the years 2011 and 2012, significantly less of the CSI incentive flowed through to the price, particularly for leased systems. In 2007-2010, 100% of the CSI incentive was passed through into the lease price, but by 2011-2012, only 5% was. Interestingly, in the first period CSI had a stronger impact on leased-system prices, while more recently its impact on host-owned system prices has been greater.

3 Deployment

We assume individuals decide whether to purchase solar, and whether to lease or buy, on the basis of their individual discount rate \( r_C \):

\[
u(r_C) = \max[u_o(r_C), u_l(r_C), 0]
\]

where \( u_o \) is the net present value (NPV) of owning solar, \( u_l \) of leasing, and the individual select the option that provides the highest NPV.
The value of a lease \( u_l \) is a function of bill savings \( s \) from generating solar and a lease payment \( l \). To simplify future computations, we write the net present value of the savings \( S_C = \sum_{t=0}^{T}(1 + r_C)^{-t} \) and the lease \( L_C = \sum_{t=0}^{T}(1 + r_C)^{-t} \). Specifically, the value is the amount of savings minus the lease, discounted over the number of years of the lease:

\[
u_l(r) = S_C - L_C. \tag{13}\]

For owned systems, the value is the amount of bill savings \( s \), discounted over the number of years of ownership, minus the up-front cost of the system (i.e. the up-front purchase price minus any up-front incentives) plus the tax credit, which in this case is simply 30% of the purchase price \( c \):

\[
u_o(r) = S_C + i - 0.7c. \tag{14}\]

An individual will prefer a lease if \( u_l(r) > u_o(r) \), which can be rewritten

\[
L_C < 0.7c - i. \tag{15}
\]

As discussed above, up-front incentives only affect lease prices when the constraint in Equation 7 holds. Even in that case, the relationship is less than one to one. Thus, the likelihood any given consumer will lease decreases as up front incentives increase: an increase in incentives unambiguously decreases the right hand side of the equation more than the left hand side.

We assume that each individual installs solar only once, so the aggregate demand for solar ownership and leases is the sum of all individual binary decisions.

Incentive reductions also put pressure on developers - they must either lower prices to maintain their value proposition or forego sales. That means they must find new ways to reduce costs, accept lower margins, or sell fewer systems. For developers offering solar leases, economies of scale clearly exist - fixed costs associated with closing tax equity deals are best spread over many projects. For developers selling systems, on the other hand, it is unclear whether economies of scale exist.

Using a two stage regression, we can separate the impact of prices on deployment from the impact of incentives. We find that incentives affect total deployment, and have an even stronger effect on host-owned deployment, but no effect on the deployment of leased systems. This suggests the reduction in demand for leases due to decreased incentives is offset by switching by customers who with higher up-front incentives would have chosen to own the system.

### 3.1 Empirical Strategy

As described above, we’re estimating two sets of interrelated equations. First, we’re estimating the impact of cost, savings, and incentives on price. Second, we’re estimating the impact of the same variables on deployment. Savings and incentives affect deployment both directly and indirectly. That is, savings and incentives affect the price, and then affect the homeowner’s adoption decision given the price.
We write total deployment $x$ in a given territory of any particular type of solar) as a function of value and price:

$$ x = f(\bar{u}(i, s), \bar{p}(\bar{v}(i, s), c)) .$$ \hfill (16)

We expect that $x$ is increasing in $v$ and decreasing in $p$. Since we know price and value are not independent, we use the results from Equation 11 above as the first stage of a two stage instrumental variable model. Module cost is correlated with deployment, and price, but is independent of incentives and bill savings. This makes it a suitable instrument. Further, it allows us to interpret the coefficient on the log price as a demand elasticity.

We're interested in how incentives affect leased system deployment as a share of total deployment. That is, we're interested in how third party deployment $x_t$ as a fraction of $x$ changes over time. Since they both depend on the same factors, we can write our regression equation as a function of incentives, savings, and price.

We use a log-log form for the regression equation, using the subscript $u$ for utility territory and $t$ for quarter:

$$ Share_{ut} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \frac{s_{ut}}{w_{ut}} + \beta_2 \frac{i_{ut}}{w_{ut}} + \beta_3 \frac{c_t}{w} + e_u + e_t + \epsilon_{ut}$$ \hfill (17)

### 3.2 Results

As shown in Table 4, our results are as expected - higher up-front incentives lead to less leasing, and higher long-term savings lead to more leasing.

Including the instrumental variable affects the coefficient on price significantly, but changes the other coefficients only slightly. This is consistent with a well-functioning
instrument, and also makes more sense - higher prices mean higher up-front costs, so it is consistent with our theory that higher prices would yield more leasing.

The estimates suggest a 1% decrease in the up-front incentive increased the market share of leases by 0.326 percentage points, and a 1% increase in savings led to a 0.789 percentage point increase in the leasing share. Further, when we include the instrumental variable, we see higher prices are associated with more leasing. This is consistent with what we found above, and what theory suggests - leasing becomes more appealing as up-front costs increase.

Shifting incentives from savings delivered over time to incentives provided up front would impact market share dramatically. Using our sample averages of $6.63 for savings and $1.28 for up front incentives, we can calculate the impact of shifting a dollar per watt from savings to up front incentives, assuming the elasticities are constant (at least locally). This indicates that such a shift would reduce the market share for new deployment of leasing by about 38% from its current level of roughly 75%. Of course, this obscures the time value of money - a more realistic shift would involve discounting, meaning one would reduce savings by $1 and increase up-front incentives by about $0.50.\(^4\) In that case, the change in share of new deployment would be about 25%. In either case, our results indicate that the timing of incentives affects how systems are financed.

\(^4\)This is consistent with a discount rate between 7% and 8% assuming a 20 year project lifetime.